orientational investigations on the electronic structure of graphene with adsorbed aluminium or silicon, (2015), doi: 10.1016/j.matdes.2015.09.111 This is a PDF file of an unedited manuscript that has been accepted for publication. As a service to our customers we are providing this early version of the manuscript. The manuscript will undergo copyediting, typesetting, and review of the resulting proof before it is published in its final form. Please note that during the production process errors may be discovered which could affect the content, and all legal disclaimers that apply to the journal pertain. In this contribution, we deployed DFT periodic slab calculations to investigate effect of orientational dependence of Al-and Si-adsorbed graphene systems. We utilized 2 × 2 and 2 × 3 graphene supercells with 1:8 (Al, Si : C) atomic ratios. We observed that the relative orientation of adsorbent atoms exerts profound influence on electronic structures in conjunction with a matching effect caused by the distinct adsorption sites (i.e. bridge, hollow or top). The orientation effects of Si-adsorbed graphene on electronic structure are greater than their Al analogous structures. We anticipate our finding herein, of low adatom concentration on graphene, to prompt re-examination of metal-graphene systems to account for the previously unnoticed -but significant -orientational effect that adds an additional degree of freedom to elemental adsorption on graphene.
Introduction
Graphene is a two-dimensional hexagonal lattice made of carbon atoms where the nearest distance between the carbon atoms is about 142 pm. The seminal paper of Novoselov and Geim and their collaborators in 2004 successfully highlighted the remarkable electronic, mechanical and optical properties of graphene [1] . Indeed, graphene facilitates the development of novel applications, such as solar cells, display screens, high frequency transistors, hydrogen storage and chemical sensors. In addition to its remarkable properties, graphene is a semimetal material making it unattractive for solar energy materials or electronic devices applications that require variable band gap threshold. Adding impurities or doping is a solution to this problem [2] [3] [4] [5] . Doping can be through adsorption or substitution of single element or compound. In general, computational simulations are based on full (or large percentage) coverage of the graphene surface resulting in minimal changes on electronic properties from any geometrical, orientation and positional aspects of the doping.
Many studies have been conducted on elemental adsorption on graphene, such as H [6, 7] ; Be [8] ; O [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] ; F [7, 14] ; Si [15] [16] [17] ; Na [18] ; Mg [19, 20] ; Cl [7, 21] ; noble gases [22] ; Ca [23] ;
Ni [24] ; Ge [25] ; and other metallic elements [26] [27] [28] [29] . Nakada and Ishii calculated adsorption energy, migration (barrier) energy and most stable site of the absorbed atom on graphene nonmagnetically, for elements ranging from hydrogen (H) to bismuth (Bi), except the noble gases and lanthanides [30, 31] .
Before calculating the electronic properties of graphene with adsorbed elements, it is essential to determine the most stable adatom position correctly. Adatoms are assumed to be adsorbed on one side of the graphene and uniformly distributed throughout the graphene.
Many studies predominately examine three sites, i.e., bridge, hollow and top. This is only correct for adatom/graphene atomic ratio of 50% or more. For lower atomic ratio, the orientation (i.e. zigzag or armchair) of the absorbed element needs to be considered as well, as the combination of sites and orientations gives distinct structural information. We define orientation as the position of adatom relative to one another and also relative to graphene. This aspect is surprisingly overlooked (or very marginally discussed) by many previous A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T
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4 studies and, as such, it is vital that this facet should be explored to cover the remaining knowledge gaps pertaining to metal-adsorbed graphene systems.
To enhance our understanding of the effects of the orientation of elements adsorbed on graphene, a calculation procedure was developed in the present study to investigate the binding energy, Fermi energy, band gap, magnetization, density of states (DOS) and charge transfer in terms of site and orientation. Two elements, Al and Si, were selected for this study due to their contrasting properties. Firstly, Al is a metallic element with an odd number of electrons, while Si is a metalloid element and has an even number of electrons. Secondly, referring to Nakada and Ishii's work [30] , Al and Si, with atomic ratio < 50% adsorption, are stable at different sites and are adsorbed relatively weakly (physisorbed) on graphene, thus they do not disrupt the graphene structure significantly. Furthermore, the study of Al adsorbed on graphene can serve as a case for graphene-metal contact which is essential for applying graphene in electronic/mechanical devices [32] [33] [34] . Whilst the study of Si adsorbed on graphene can loosely be related to the study of graphene growth on SiC [35] . Graphene grown on SiC shows promise for wafer-scale production commercially [36] , large-scale patterning [37] and integration with current silicon technology in the electronics industry [38] .
These aspects make adsorbed Al or Si on graphene an ideal system to study by firstprinciples electronic structure calculation using density functional theory (DFT) simulation.
This study shows that low atomic adsorption of adatom (Al/Si:C = 1:8 or 12.5%) on graphene at specified site and orientation does affect the binding energy, DOS and magnetization properties of the doped graphene. High density micro-scale circuits/devices based on doped graphene sheets may have their overall electronic properties altered even for low adsorbed adatom atomic ratio.
Methods
The calculations were performed using the DFT framework [39] , plane-wave method with spin polarization, Perdew-Burke-Wang generalized gradient approximation (GGA) exchangecorrelation functional [40] and projector augmented wave (PAW) pseudopotential [41] .
Version 5.3.3 of the VASP set of programs was used for the DFT calculations [42] . The effects of adsorption site and orientation begin when atomic ratios are below 50 % and end when the
adatom-adatom interaction is very small. In this study, only 2 × 2 and 2 × 3 graphene supercells (Figs. 1(e) and 1(f)) were used to observe the effect of orientation. In fact, there are three graphene supercells that create atomic ratio of one adatom for every eight carbon atoms (12.5%), i.e. 2 × 2, 2 × 3 and 4 × 1 (Figs. 1(e), 1(f) and 1(g)). However, the 4 × 1 graphene supercell is too narrow in size thus creating very strong adatom-adatom interaction.
Fig. 1.
Graphene cell/supercells (adsorption atomic ratio, maximum adatom radius): Fig. 2 . The distance between two graphene sheets was also fixed to 1500 pm.
Table 1
Sites and orientations for elemental adsorbed graphene for 2 × 2 and 2 × 3 supercells. Huang et al [12] found nonlinearity of the band gap with O-adsorbed on graphene at atomic ratio of O of less than 30%. This nonlinearity appears to be due to the positions of the adatoms relative to one another. As the supercells in this study are relatively small, adatom-adatom interaction is present. The calculations were carried out in four stages: (1) adatom and pristine graphene energy, (2) adatom-adatom interaction, (3) graphene-adatom internal structure optimization, and (4) adatom-graphene density of states (DOS). Adatom-adatom interaction calculations were done for several supercells to compare the interaction strength against the supercell size. To ensure convergence of results, all stages used plane wave cut off energy of 600 eV, with 1 eV = 96.4869 kJ/mol. Completion of iterations entailed tolerances of less than 1 eV for energy and less than 0.1 meV/pm for atomic forces. Calculation details (k-points and supercell sizes)
at each stage are shown in Table S2 in the supplementary data.
Two types of binding energy, E binding1 and E binding2 , are explored in the present study and they can be determined by using the following equations:
and
where E graphene is the energy of the pristine graphene, E adatom is the energy of the adatom, E adatom-adatom is the energy of adatom-adatom interaction and E adatom-graphene system is the total energy of the adatom and graphene after the adatom is attached to the graphene. Adatom- 
where is the charge density of adatom-graphene system, is the charge density of adatom as if the graphene sheet is removed from the system, and is the charge density of graphene as if the adatom is removed from the system.
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Charge density difference shows the interactions between adatom and graphene in terms of changes in the spatial distribution of charge density. Version 3.2.1 of Vesta software was used to draw these charge density differences [45] .
In our procedure, the adatoms are placed on one side of the graphene with only one adatom added per graphene supercell and all adatoms are uniformly distributed throughout the graphene. Lattice vibrations (in infrared region) were not considered and GW approximation was not applied. In general it is expected that the calculated band gaps are lower than the experimental values. However, these calculations provide indication of band gap presence in elemental adsorption on graphene.
Results and discussion
The highlights of the discussion are the details of bridge cases, adatom-adatom interaction,
Al-/ Si-adsorbed graphene, and electronic analysis. Results, using 2 × 2 and 2 × 3 supercells, indicate that the graphene with adsorbed Al or Si does not open band gap as is the case for pristine graphene. However, the Fermi energy of Al-or Si-adsorbed graphene increases from that of pristine graphene. Our calculation result indicates that pristine graphene has a binding energy of  7.97 eV/atom, which is in the deep UV region, and is similar to 7.91 eV/atom calculated by Bhattacharya et al [46] .
Bridge cases
On purely geometrical analysis, bridge cases in graphene adsorption have interesting orientation effects. Changing orientation from zigzag 2 × 2 to armchair 2 × 3, breaks the one bridge case (B z ) into two bridge cases (B a1 and B a2 ) (see Fig. 5 ). Further examination on larger supercells shows that changing orientation from zigzag 3 × 3 to slant 3 × 7, breaks the one bridge case (B z ) into three bridge cases (B s1 , B s2 and B s3 ) (see Fig. 6 ). Changing orientation from zigzag 4 × 4 to slant 4 × 13, also breaks the one bridge case (B z ) into three bridge cases (B s1 , B s2 and B s3 ) (see Fig. 7 ). In general, changing from zigzag to armchair orientation, breaks one bridge case (B z ) into two bridge cases (B a1 and B a2 ), and changing from zigzag to slant orientation, breaks one bridge case (B z ) into three bridge cases (B s1 , B s2
and B s3 ). So the number of adsorption cases on bridge site depends on the adatom orientation, and this does not happen in top or hollow cases. The supercell angles and the angle differences between supercells are displayed in Figs. 5 to 8. 
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Adatom-adatom interaction
Orientation effect becomes important if the adatom-adatom interaction is not small. This interaction is represented by its binding energy, which is E adatom  E adatom-adatom (see Fig. 9 ).
As expected, the interaction is quite strong at small supercells, but diminishes at larger supercells. The binding energy of Si drops more quickly than Al, and the interactions are negligible at zigzag 3 × 3 or larger supercells. At these larger supercells, adatom is unaware of the presence of other adatoms. However, there is interaction difference between zigzag 2 × 2 and armchair 2 × 3, due to the different adatom's nearest neighbours (see Fig. 10 ). On Tables 2 and 3 
Al-and Si-adsorbed graphene
Table 2
Calculation results for Al-adsorbed graphene (Al:C = 1:8 Table 3 Calculation results for Si-adsorbed on graphene (Si:C = 1:8 that the migration energy of Si is greater than Al. Having stronger binding energy and greater migration energy, the Si-graphene system is more stable than the Al-graphene system.
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The calculated adatom heights, shown in Tables 2 and 3 , are in agreement with results of previous studies [17, 28, 30] . The calculated binding energies are also in agreement with findings of previous investigations [17, 28] . However, the calculated binding energies and migration energies are not in agreement with the results of Nakada et al [30] , as these authors did not consider spin polarization. Calculation with spin polarization is essential to obtain true ground state energy and reveal magnetic properties of the materials. Tables 2 and 3 also show that changes of Fermi energy depend on the site and orientation.
Comparison of columns B z with B a and H z with H a from Tables 2 and 3 , for Al-adsorbed graphene, indicates that different orientation marginally affects the electronic structure.
Similar comparison for Si-adsorbed graphene indicates greater effects on the electronic structure due to different orientations. To the best of our knowledge, there is no direct experimental data to support these results. However, Tao et al [47] demonstrated distinct electronic properties arising from zigzag and armchair graphene nanoribbons. Full experimental verification may be done in the future by utilizing advanced techniques such as scanning tunneling microscopy (STM). In Fig. 11(a) the DOS near the Dirac point ( -1.2 eV) has the same profile and similar values as that of pristine graphene. In Fig. 11(b) the DOS below the Dirac point ( -2.5 to -1.2 eV)
Electronic analysis
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A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT 16 has the same profile as that of pristine graphene, but is significantly altered above the Dirac point.
Pauling's electronegativity scale was used as the first attempt to see the charge transfer between Al, Si and graphene [49] . The electronegativity values used for Al, Si and C are 1.5, 
Conclusions
